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GROPER ABV 3.5% IBU 27 

Brewed with crystal malts and a healthy dose of rolled 
oats, our mid strength is full flavoured with a nice amount 
of body.  Spicy, earthy and citrus notes from the hops play 
well with the English yeast.  

KOLSCH ABV 4.7% IBU 23 

This easy drinking German style ale is lightly bittered and 
has a subtle fruity, refreshing character. A summer thirst 
quencher, with some flavour! 

LAGER ABV 4.9% IBU 33 

Using pride of Ringwood Australian hops, this classic beer 
balances a firm bitterness to be a malt driven lager. 

PALE ABV 5.2% IBU 37 

American hops are front and centre in our pale ale with 
classic citrus and pine aromas.  A little colour and body 
balance out the bitterness to make a refreshing, full 
flavoured beer. 

RED IPA ABV 6.2% IBU 45 

Mosaic is the star in our Red IPA, with tropical, stone fruit 
and citrus flavours leaping out of the glass.  A deep red 
colour from the crystal and Red X malts leave a full body 
to balance the bitterness. 

BROWN ABV 5.0% IBU 27 

Our toasty, full flavoured English Brown Ale has a nice 
chocolate maltiness with a little residual sweetness 
matched with a subtle earthy, spicy note from the  
English hops. 

STOUT ABV 5.8% IBU 33 

Brewed with oats, chocolate malt and roast barley, this is 
a full bodied, creamy stout. Chocolate + coffee fill the 
palate and linger with a slight sweetness, balanced by the 
earthy and spicy EKG hops. 

MEGSY GINGER BEER (GF) ABV 3.1% 

Our special recipe will bring you light ginger spice with a 
little sweetness and bite. 

SEASONALS & ONE OFFS 

ABV 4.5% 

PINT 12 

MIDDY 6.5 

PONY 4 

BEER CRATE  10 
Any 3 ponies 

The Pallet 26 
8 ponies!_________ 

t

CITRAY SOUR
La Sirene Brewing (VIC)
Sour Farmhouse Ale, finishes dry, citrusy 
and refreshingly tart.

$14/8

In the Pines Neipa
Margaret River Brewhouse
New England IPA                ABV 6.3%  32 IBU 

Packed with Citra hops + tropical juice. Low 
bitterness, rich mouthfeel, unfiltered and 
hazy. Fruit bomb.
$14/8




